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Abstract
This paper contains a preliminary study of a class of spaces that can be seen as
special cases of metric spaces  These spaces seem to cover all practical needs as
exemplied e g  by the work in   Their interest lies mainly in the fact that the
degree of mathematical sostication required to develop the theory is quite small
at least as compared to the metric case  The paper recreates part of the theory
developed for metric spaces ending with a xedpoint theorem that can be used for
solving domain equations and a nal coalgebra theorem 
  Introduction
One of the main mathematical problems in semantics is to  nd solutions of
 xedpoint equations The traditional mathematical frameworks in which the
study of such solutions is conducted are those of complete partial orders with
monotone and continuous functions and of complete metric spaces with non
expanding and contracting functions In this paper we explore an alternative
and mathematically simpler framework based on sets equiped with denumer
able families of equivalence relations These structures are specializations of
metric spaces and their basic theory is a straightforward adaptation of the
concepts and techniques from the metric case We hope that the proposed
framework is suciently generalat least for most applications where the
metric approach is currently usedand that its mathematical simplicity will
help generalize the study of the tools and techniques of semantic de nition
The structure we are considering in this paper is that of a set S where an
equivalence relation  
n
is de ned for every natural number n We interpret a
 
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statement s  
n
t as indicating that s and t have degree of similarity at least
n Accordingly we assume that any two elements are in the relation  
 
and
that  
n
is contained in  
n
 A typical application of this notion is to objects
that can be structured in levels eg words or trees where it makes sense to
state that two objects are undistinguishable up to level n Another situation
is when we have a battery of tests and two objects can not be told apart in
the  rst n tests In the sequel we give examples of both situations
A pseudo distance ds  t on objects can be de ned as usual as 
 n
for
the greatest n for which the objects are undistinguishable if they are so
otherwise the distance is 	 But as soon as we trade the equivalences for the
more general notion of distance we loose part of the advantages that come
with the particular structure we started with For example we can sometimes
reason by induction using the equivalences but that is no longer possible in
terms of distances Another example is the notion of convergence we use

s
n

n
converges to s if s
n
 
n
s for every n In the metric case we would need
three quanti cations instead of one
 translated to our framework the standard
notion of convergence is that for every k there is an m such that s
n
 
k
s for
every n  m It turns out that every sequence that is convergent in the second
sense has a subsequence that converges to the same elements in the  rst sense
Thus there is no great loss of generality in using the more particular notion
and it greatly simpli es the theory A related example is that of Cauchy
sequences
 the general notion is replaced by that of a regular sequence which
is only required to satisfy s
n
 
n
s
n
for every n Similarly nonexpanding
functions called here conservative satisfy fs  
n
ft whenever s  
n
t The
contracting functions called here approximating are those that in the same
conditions satisfy fs  
n
ft The approach is equally simple in relation
to powerdomains For example we write A  
n
B for two subsets of S and
n  	 if every s  A has some t  B such that s  
n
t and similarly with the
roles of A and B exchanged The closed subsets of S are the intersections of
equivalence classes of the  
n
or their complements The compact subsets are
those that are closed and for every n have a nonempty intersection with only
 nitely many classes of  
n

In the sequel we develop a theory of these sets with families of equivalence
relations by mimicking part of the theory developed for the metric case The
main references are  All main results in this paper are adaptations
of results in those sources often with novel proofs The notion of a set with
a family of equivalences was borrowed from  but the development of the
theory in the present paper is quite dierent We believe the same type of
approach can be developed in parallel with the work on generalized ultrametric
spaces  by replacing the equivalences  
n
with preorders 
n
 The results
presented herein seem also relevant to the general theory of coalgebras 

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 Sets with families of equivalences
  Basic categories
De nition  Set with a family of equivalences A set with a family
of equivalences sfe is a set S together with a family  
n

n 
of equivalence
relations on S such that  
 
is the relation S  S and  
n
 
n
for all n  	
We denote the intersection of the  
n
by  
 
 The family of equivalences is
separating  and S is a separated sfe if  
 
is the identity relation on S
Thus s  
 
t if and only if s  
n
t for every n  	 In a separated sfe
s  
 
t implies s  t so whenever s  t it is possible to  nd an n  	 such
that s  
n
t In that case there is a largest k such that s  
k
t a fact that is
often useful
If  is a natural number n or  the  

equivalence class ft j s  

tg of s
will be denoted by s

 The sfe axioms state that s
 
 S and s
n
 s
n
for all s and n We have s
 

T
n
s
n
 and S is separated if and only if
s
 
 fsg for every s
Example 
i Any set S can be viewed as an sfe by letting all the  
n
for n  	 be the
identity relation on S We call such sfes discrete Clearly the discrete
sfes are separated
ii The real interval 	   is made into a separated sfe by stipulating that
x  
n
y if and only if the decimal expansions of x and y agree on the  rst
n digits after the decimal point all expansions are assumed to be in nite
by adding 	 to the right if necessary and  is represented by 	   
iii If m n  k are natural numbers put m  
n
k if and only if m  k or
n  minfm  kg The equivalence classes of  
n
on the set   f	      g
of natural numbers are thus fmg for m  n and fm j m  ng It is
easy to see that this makes  a separated sfe Unless otherwise speci ed
whenever we consider  as an sfe we shall assume it has the structure
just de ned called its standard structure
iv Consider the set     fg with n   for every n   We represent
arbitrary elements of  by  and  possibly with subscripts The previ
ous example can be generalized by de ning   
n
 if and only if   
or n  minf  g Clearly the restriction to    of the equivalences
just de ned are those of the previous example
v Let A

 A

 A
 
be the set of all  nite A

 and in nite A
 
 words
over an alphabet A For words v and w put v  
n
w if and only if v  w
or v and w have lengths greater than or equal to n and have the same
pre x of length n Clearly A

is a separated sfe If A is a oneleter
alphabet and A

is identi ed with  in the usual way the sfe structure
on A

coincides with the one previously de ned for 
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vi Let T be a term algebra over some ranked alphabet For s  t  T put
s  
 
t and s  
n
t if s has the form fs

       s
k
 t has the form
ft

       t
k
 same f and k and s

 
n
t

       s
k
 
n
t
k
 Again this
de nes a separated sfe
vii A transition systemM  hS A i over an alphabet A is a set S together
with a relation SAS It gives an sfe S where s  
n
t if and only if s
and t have the same traces of length n or less that is whenever 	  k  n
and a

       a
k
 A there is a sequence of transitions s
a
 
 	 	 	
a
k
 s

if and
only if there is a similar sequence t
a
 
 	 	 	
a
k
 t

 Another sfe structure on
S is given by the partial bisimulations 

n
 For s  t  S we always have
s 

 
t and s 

n
t if and only if the following two conditions hold

i if s
a
 s

 there exists t

such that t
a
 t

and s



n
t

 and ii if
t
a
 t

 there exists s

such that s
a
 s

and s



n
t

 These sfes are not
necessarily separated
One of the main motivations for the notion of sfe is that of a set with a
denumerable family of properties two elements being identical up to order n
if they can not be distinguished by the  rst n properties in the family The
next set of examples makes these ideas precise and shows that every sfe can
be obtained in this way
Example 
i Let S be a set and U
n

n 
a family of subsets of S such that U
 
 S
De ne s  
n
t by requiring that for all k  n s  U
k
if and only if t  U
k

This clearly gives an sfe For example  is characterized by the sets
U
n
 fm j m  ng
ii This construction can be generalized by considering a family U
n

n 
of
sets U
n
of subsets of S with U
 
 fSg In this case s  
n
t means that
for every U  U
 
 	 	 	  U
n
 s  U if and only if t  U  Every sfe can be
obtained in this way by letting U
n
be the partition induced by  
n

iii As an example of this construction let us consider a transition system
hS A i For a  A and U  S let p
a
U  fs j t  U s
a
 tg
be the set of apredecessors of U  Extend this to traces by p

U  U
and p
av
U  p
a
p
v
U  It is clear that s  p
v
S if and only if s has trace
v Let U
n
 fp
v
S j v has length ng so that U
 
 	 	 	  U
n
 fp
v
S j
v has length  ng We have s  
n
t if and only if for every trace v of
length  n s  p
v
S if and only if t  p
v
S that is if and only if s and t
have the same traces of length n or less Note that U
n
is not in general
the partition induced by  
n
 For example we may have U
n
 fg if no
element has a trace of length n
iv The partial bisimulations can be similarly characterized Let U
 
 fSg
and U
n
be the set of all p
a
Y such that a  A and Y is a nonempty
intersection of members of U
n
or their complements The corresponding
equivalences  
n
are precisely the partial bisimulations 

n
 Indeed this

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is clear for n  	 Assuming  
n


n
 let us  rst suppose that s 

n
t
To conclude that s  
n
t we must show that s  U if and only if t  U
for every U  U
 
 	 	 	  U
n
 This is true for every U  U
 
 	 	 	  U
n
by induction hypothesis as s 

n
t implies s 

n
t hence s  
n
t To
see that the same holds for U
n
consider one of its elements p
a
Y and
suppose it contains s This means that there is s

 Y such that s
a
 s


By de nition of 

n
 there is t

such that t
a
 t

and s



n
t

 By
induction hypothesis s

 
n
t

 From this and s

 Y we deduce t

 Y 
hence t  p
a
Y  If we started with t  p
a
Y we would conclude in a similar
way that s  p
a
Y  Conversely suppose s  
n
t and s 

n
t We
may assume without loss of generality that there are a and s

such that
s
a
 s

but every t

such that t
a
 t

satis es s



n
t

 For every such t

we
have s

 
n
t

 by induction hypothesis so there is a member of U
n
or a
complement of a member containing s

but not t

 If Y is the intersection
of those elements then s

 Y but no asuccessor of t is in Y  Thus
s  p
a
Y and p
a
Y  U
n
but t  p
a
Y  This contradicts the hypothesis
that s  
n
t so we conclude that s 

n
t If fs

j s
a
 s

g is  nite for
all s and a we only need to take  nite intersections in forming the sets
p
a
Y 
Notation  In the sequel we shall denote an sfe hS   
n

n 
i by its under
lying set S alone leaving the relations  
n
implicit We may write eg s  
S
n
t
if there are other sfes in consideration but we usually stick to the simpler
notation when no confusion is expected to arise
Remark  On any sfe S we can de ne a pseudo distance d as follows

ds  t  
  supfnjs
n
tg
 
where the sup is taken in     fg and by convention 
  
 	 Thus
ds  s  	 ds  t  dt  s and ds  u  ds  t  dt  u for all s t and u
This makes S a pseudo metric space Two further properties satis ed by d
are that ds  t   and ds  u  maxfds  t  dt  ug for all s t and u A
space in which the last property holds is called a pseudo ultrametric space
If S is separated ds  t  	 implies s  t so d is a ultradistance and S
is a ultrametric space A more detailed analysis of the relationship between
categories of sfes and pseudo ultrametric spaces appears in Appendix A Most
results in the sequel are derived from corresponding results from the theory
of metric spaces but we rarely take the trouble to make the correspondance
explicit The main sources from which our results have been adapted are 
  and 
De nition 	 Conservative
 approximating A function f 
 S  T
between sfes is conservative if s  
n
t implies fs  
n
ft for all s  t  S and
n  	 The function is approximating if the stronger condition fs  
n
ft
holds whenever s  
n
t The category of sfes and conservative functions is
denoted by Sfe and the full subcategory of separated sfes by SSfe

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As an example consider an alphabet A a function f 
 A  A

and its
unique extension f


 A

 A

to a monoid morphism If fa   null
sequence for some a  A then f may fail to be conservative For example
if a  b  c  A are distinct fa   fb  b and fc  c then ab  

ac
but f

ab  b  

c  f

ac If fa   for every a  A the function f

is conservative If furthermore the length of fa is greater than  for every
a  A the restriction of f

to A

n fg is approximating this is not true in
general in A

because eg   
 
a but f

    

f

a Perhaps the most
important example of an approximating function A

 A

is the function
x  ax for some a  A All these considerations extend without problems to
A


Another way to de ne conservative functions is to say that they map  
n
equivalence classes to  
n
equivalence classes for all n  	 More precisely for
every class C of  
n
in S there is a class D of  
n
in T such that fC  D
Similarly an approximating function maps  
n
equivalence classes to  
n
equivalence classes
Of course we have to verify that Sfe is indeed a category but this is im
mediate since the identity functions are conservative and the composition of
conservative functions is a conservative function Approximating functions are
conservativeas a consequence of the inclusions  
n
 
n
but they do not
de ne a subcategory of Sfe since the identity functions are not approximat
ing in general The composition of approximating functions is approximating
though as is already the composition of a conservative function with an ap
proximating one
Lemma  If f 
 S  T and g 
 T  U are conservative functions such
that one of them is approximating the composition g  f is approximating
Proof Suppose f is approximating If s  
n
t in S then fs  
n
ft in T 
hence gfs  
n
gft in U  If g is approximating the proof is similar 
Remark  There are more general notions of structurepreserving func
tions between sfes but we shall rarely mention them and even so in occasional
remarks For example a function f 
 S  T is uniformly continuous if for
every p there is some n such that whenever s  
n
t then fs  
p
ft By
taking n  p we see that every conservative function is uniformly continuous
The function f is continuous if for every s and p there is n such that for
all t s  
n
t implies fs  
p
ft Again uniformly continuous functions are
continuous These notions correspond to the notions with the same names
when S and T are viewed as pseudo metric spaces In that interpretation
conservative and approximating functions are called respectively nonexpand
ing and contracting For a more precise statement of this correspondance see
Appendix A
There is a standard way of turning a nonseparated sfe into a separated
one

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Proposition  Let S be an sfe and denote by S
 
the set of all  
 
equiva
lence classes
s
 
 ft j s  
 
tg
for s  S Dene s
 
 
n
t
 
if and only if s  
n
t With these relations S
 
is
a separated sfe If f 
 S  T is a conservative function to a separated sfe T 
the unique function f from S
 
to T such that fs
 
  fs is conservative
Furthermore if f is approximating then f is approximating
Proof Note that the de nition of s
 
 
n
t
 
does not depend on the ele
ments s and t chosen in the equivalence classes If we take s

and t

instead we
have s

 
 
s and t

 
 
t hence s

 
n
s and t

 
n
t The relation s

 
n
t

then
follows by symmetry and transitivity It is immediate that with the relations
thus de ned S
 
is an sfe By construction if s
 
 
 
t
 
then s  
 
t so
s
 
 t
 
 This shows S
 
is separated
The de nition of fs
 
 does not depend on the element s chosen in the
class so the function f is well de ned Indeed if s

is another element in the
same class then s  
 
s

 Since f is conservative fs  
 
fs

 hence fs 
fs

 as T is separated If s
 
 
n
t
 
then s  
n
t hence fs
 
  fs  
n
ft  ft
 
 so f is conservative If f is approximating the conclusion that
f is approximating is obtained in a similar way  
In categorytheoretic terms this result implies that SSfe is a reective
subcategory of Sfe The association S  S
 
is the object part of a functor from
Sfe to SSfe that applies a conservative function f 
 S  T to the conservative
function f
 

 S
 
 T
 
de ned by f
 
s
 
  fs
 

   Operations on sfes
Given an sfe we can obtain a new sfe by loosening the dierences between its
elements This is achieved by replacing each  
n
by some  

n
 
n
containing
more identi cations
De nition  Loosening Let S be an sfe The loosening of S denoted
S

 is the sfe with the same underlying set and equivalences  

n
de ned by
 

 
 
 
and  

n
 
n
for all n  	
The sequences of equivalences of S and S

are illustrated in the following
table

S 
  
 
 

 

 

	 	 	
S


  
 
 
 
 

 

	 	 	 
Proposition  Let S be an sfe Then S

is an sfe separated if S is
separated The identity function on S is approximating as a function S 
S

 A conservative approximating function f 
 S  T is also conservative
approximating as a function from S

to T



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Proof The  rst two statements are immediate from the de nitions As to the
third one we only examine the case of approximating functions If s  

 
t then
fs  


ft because  


 
 
 If s  

n
t then s  
n
t hence fs  
n
ft
therefore fs  

n
ft  
This result shows that loosening is a functor on both Sfe and SSfe It sends
each sfe S to S

and each conservative function f to f

 f 
Remark  More general de nitions of loosening could be given along the
following lines Let i  i
n

n 
be a sequence of natural numbers such that
i
 
 	 and i
n
 i
n
for all n We could de ne the loosening S
i
of S with
respect to i by  
i
n
 
k
if i
k
 n  i
k
 The previous notion corresponds
then to the sequence with i
 
 	 and i
n
 n   for all n We could also
de ne an operation that sharpens the dierences between the elements of an
sfe but that will not be needed in the sequel
De nition  Product Let S and T be sfes The product S  T is the
ordinary cartesian product of the sets S and T with the equivalences de ned
by s  t  
n
s

  t

 if and only if s  
n
s

and t  
n
t


The next result shows that S  T is a product in Sfe and SSfe
Proposition  If S and T are sfes S  T is an sfe which is separated
if S and T are The projections p 
 S  T  S and q 
 S  T  T 
where ps  t  s and qs  t  t are conservative Given another sfe R and
conservative approximating functions f 
 R  S and g 
 R  T  the unique
function hf  gi 
 R  S  T such that hf  gir  fr  gr is conservative
approximating
Proof All statements are easy to verify  
As usual the product can be extended to pairs of maps de ning a bifunctor
on Sfe or SSfe Given f 
 S  S

and g 
 T  T

 their product fg 
 ST 
S

 T

is de ned by f  g  hf  p  g  qi that is f  gs  t  fs  gt
De nition  Sum The sum ST of sfes S and T is the set fgS 
fg  T  where a  s  
 
b  t always and for n  	 a  s  
n
b  t if and
only if a  b and s  
n
t
As expected S  T is a coproduct in Sfe and SSfe
Proposition 	 If S and T are sfes S  T is an sfe which is separated
if S and T are The injections i 
 S  S  T and j 
 T  S  T  where
is    s and jt    t are conservative Given another sfe U and
conservative approximating functions f 
 S  U and g 
 T  U  the unique
function f  g 
 S  T  U such that f  g  s  fs and f  g  t  gt
is conservative approximating
Proof Immediate  

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Given f 
 S

 S and g 
 T

 T de ne f  g 
 S

 T

 S  T by
f  g  i  f  j  g This gives a bifunctor associated with the sum operation
De nition  Function spaces Given sfes S and T  let S  T  be
the set of all conservative functions from S to T  where f  
n
g if and only
if fs  
n
gs for all s  S The subset of S  T  of all approximating
functions with the induced equivalences is written S  T 
If S is a set viewed as an sfe any function f 
 S  T is conservative In
that case S  T  is simply the set T
S
of all functions from S to T 
The function space S  T  is an exponential in Sfe and SSfe
Proposition  If S and T are sfes S  T  is an sfe which is separated
if T is The evaluation function e 
 S  T   S  T  where ef  s 
fs is conservative Given another sfe V and a conservative approximating
function g 
 V  S  T  the unique function g 
 V  S  T  such that
gvs  gv  s that is e  g  
S
  g is conservative approximating
Proof It is immediate to verify that S  T  is an sfe To see that S  T 
is separated if T is suppose f  f

 S  T  and f  
n
f

for all n  	
Then for every s  S fs  
n
f

s for all n  	 hence fs  f

s as T
is separated We conclude that f  f

 If f  
n
f

and s  
n
s

then ef  s 
fs  
n
fs

  
n
f

s

  ef

  s

 so e is conservative We show that g is
approximating if g is the case where g is conservative is similar We assume
v  
n
w in V and verify that gv  
n
gw that is gvs  
n
gws for
every s  S But this is equivalent to gv  s  
n
gw  s which follows from
the assumption that g is approximating  
Given f 
 S

 S and g 
 T  T

de ne f  g 
 S  T  S

 T

 by
f  gh  ghf  In other words f  g 

k where k 
 S  T S

 T

is given by k  g  e  
ST 
 f This de nes a bifunctor contravariant in
the  rst argument and covariant in the second
We next have a  rst look at powerdomains
De nition  Powerdomains Let S be an sfe and X  Y be subsets of
S Put X  
 
Y and for n  	 X  
n
Y if every x  X has some y  Y such
that x  
n
y and every y  Y has some x  X such that x  
n
y We denote
by PS the set of all subsets of S and by P
ne
S the set of all nonempty
subsets of S
Note that if X  Y  to establish X  
n
Y for n  	 we only need to prove
that for every y  Y there is x  X such that x  
n
y
Proposition  If S is an sfe then PS and P
ne
S are sfes If f 
 S  T
is conservative the function Pf 
 PS  PT  dened by PfX 
ffs j s  Xg and its restriction P
ne
f 
 P
ne
S P
ne
T  are conservative
If furthermore f is approximating then P
ne
f is also approximating

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Proof It is clear that PS and P
ne
S are sfes To prove Pf is conser
vative suppose that X  
n
Y in PS If X and Y are both empty then in
particular they are equal so the conclusion is immediate If one is empty and
the other is not then we must have n  	 and again there is nothing to prove
If neither is empty to show that PfX  
n
PfY  pick some element in
PfX which has necessarily the form fx for some x  X As X  
n
Y 
there is some y in Y such that x  
n
y But f is conservative so fx  
n
fy
Similarly given an element in PfY  we can  nd an element in PfX
such that both are in the relation  
n
 The proof of the last statement is
analogous  
Note that in general PS and P
ne
S are not separated even if S is For
example taking S to be f	  g

 the sets f	
n
j n  	g and f	
n
j n  	gf	
 
g
are distinct but are in the relation  
n
for every n  	 Thus P and P
ne
are
functors on Sfe that do not restrict to functors on SSfe This point will be
taken up later in the section on powerdomains As a second remark note also
that Pf is not approximating if S is not empty if s  S then   
 
fsg but
Pf    

ffsg  Pffsg which is the reason why it is usually
preferred to work with powerdomains of nonempty sets
The sequence of results so far implies that Sfe and SSfe are cartesian closed
categories In particular homsets are represented by objects S  T  and
composition of morphisms is a morphism Here is a direct proof of the last
statement
Proposition  Suppose f  g 
 S  T are conservative functions such that
f  
n
g in S  T  If k 
 R  S and h 
 T  U are conservative then
f  k  
n
g  k in R  T  and h  f  
n
h  g in S  U  In particular the
composition operation g  f  g  f from T  U   S  T  to S  U  is
conservative
Proof For every r  R fkr  
n
gkr hence f  k  
n
g  k For every
s  S fs  
n
gs hence hfs  
n
hgs therefore h  f  
n
h  g If
g  f  
n
g

  f

 in T  U   S  T  then g  
n
g

and f  
n
f

 hence
g  f  
n
g

 f  
n
g

 f

  
The functors presented so far are conservative when restricted to the hom
sets and loosening is even approximating in fact this was the main reason
to introduce loosening in the  rst place
Proposition  Let S S

 T and T

be sfes
i The function f  f

from S  S

 to S

 S


 is approximating
ii The function f  g  fg from S  S

T  T

 to ST  S

T


is conservative
iii The function f  g  fg from S  S

T  T

 to ST  S

T


is conservative
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iv The function f  g  f  g from S

 S T  T

 to S  T  
S

 T

 is conservative
v The function f  Pf from S  S

 to PS PS

 is conservative
as is the corresponding function for the functor P
ne

Proof These statements are easy to prove Consider for example the case of
the function spaces If f  
n
f

and g  
n
g

then f  gh  g  h  f  
n
g

 h  f

 f

 g

h As this is true for every h we conclude that
f  g  
n
f

 g

 Now consider the case of P
ne
 Suppose f  
n
f

and
X  P
ne
S An element in P
ne
fX has the form fs for some s  X
The element f

s is in P
ne
f

X and fs  
n
f

s Similarly for every
element in P
ne
f

X we can  nd an element in P
ne
fX such that both
are in the relation  
n
 This shows that P
ne
fX  
n
P
ne
f

X As this is
true for every X we conclude that P
ne
f  
n
P
ne
f

  
 Convergence and completeness
De nition  Limit A sequence s
n

n 
of elements of an sfe S converges
to s  S or has limit s if s
n
 
n
s for every n  	 In that case the sequence
is said to be convergent
Notation  As the index set is always the set of natural numbers a se
quence s
n

n 
will often be written simply s
n

n
 or even s
n
 when the in
dexing variable is clear
If s
n
 converges to s every s
n
gives partial information about the limit
s namely that the  
n
class of s is s
n
 s
n

n
 Thus the nested sequence
s
 

 
 s



 	 	 	 has intersection s
 
 Conversely any s

in the intersection
is in all classes s
n

n
 and so is a limit of s
n
 Thus we can state

Proposition  In a separated sfe the limit of a sequence is unique when it
exists
In that case we sometimes denote the limit by lim
n
s
n
or lim s
n

Remark  A more general notion of convergence of s
n
 to s is the follow
ing
 For every n  	 there exists k  	 such that s
m
 
n
s for every m  k
This is the notion that corresponds to the standard notion of convergence in
pseudo metric spaces Clearly a convergent sequence in the former sense
also converges to the same elements in this more general sense just take
k  n We do not need such a general notion however so we stick to the one
given in the  rst place that greatly simpli es the presentation An indication
that this choice implies no great loss of generality is that any sequence s
n

converging to s in the second sense contains a subsequence s
i
n

n
converging
to s in the former sense Indeed put i
 
 	 and having de ned i
n
such that
s
i
n
 
n
s pick some eg the least i
n
 i
n
such that s
i
n 
 
n
s
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Conservative functions can be characterized as the functions that preserve
the limits of convergent sequences
Proposition  A function f 
 S  T between sfes is conservative if and
only if it maps convergent sequences in S to convergent sequences in T  pre
serving the limits
Proof If f is conservative and the sequence s
n
 in S converges to s it
is clear that fs
n

n
converges to fs Conversely suppose s  
n
t and
consider the sequence s
k
 in S where s
k
 s for k  n and s
k
 t for k  n
This sequence converges to t so fs
k

k
converges to ft In particular
fs  fs
n
  
n
ft hence f is conservative  
Remark 	 A similar result holds if we consider continuous functions and
sequences converging in the general sense described in Remark  We leave
the easy veri cation to the reader and point out that in that form the result
is well known from the theory of metric spaces
Convergence interacts with the constructions presented before in the ex
pected way We illustrate the situation here with products function spaces
and composition
Proposition  Let S T and U be sfes
i A sequence s
n
  t
n

n
in S  T converges to s  t if and only if s
n

converges to s and t
n
 converges to t
ii If a sequence f
n
 in S  T  converges to f then f
n
s
n
converges to
fs for every s  S
iii Conversely if f 
 S  T is such that f
n
s
n
converges to fs for every
s  S then f is conservative and f
n
 converges to f 
iv If f
n
 converges to f in S  T  and g
n
 converges to g in T  U 
then g
n
 f
n

n
converges to g  f in S  U 
Proof i and ii Immediate
iii If s  
n
t in S then fs  
n
f
n
s  
n
f
n
t  
n
ft hence f is
conservative It is then clear that f
n
 converges to f 
iv This statement is a consequence of the  rst one and the fact that
composition is conservative A direct proof is equally easy
 For every s 
S f
n
s  
n
fs hence g
n
f
n
s  
n
g
n
fs  
n
gfs this shows that
g
n
 f
n
 
n
g  f   
De nition  Complete sfe A sequence s
n
 in S is regular if s
n
 
n
s
n
for every n  	 The sfe S is complete if every regular sequence in S has a
limit The full subcategory of Sfe of complete and separated sfes is denoted
by CSfe
The condition that de nes a regular sequence is equivalent to s
n

n

s
n

n
for every n  	 that is s
n
 gives rise to a nested sequence s
 

 

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s



 	 	 	 Thus every convergent sequence is regular but the converse needs
not to be true in general because we may have
T
n
s
n

n
  An example is
the sequence 	
n

n
in f	  g


Complete sfes are also characterized by the property that every nested
sequence C
 
 C

 	 	 	 where each C
n
is an equivalence class of  
n
has
a nonempty intersection Indeed this condition implies the de nition given
Conversely for any such nested sequence choose an element s
n
in each C
n

Then the sequence s
n
 is regular and the set of its limits is the intersection
of the C
n
 which therefore is not empty In a complete and separated sfe the
intersection
T
n
C
n
is a singleton
Remark  Note that a regular sequence satis es s
n
 
n
s
k
whenever n  k
For n  k this is because  
n
is reexive If n  k then s
n
 
n
s
n
 
n
	 	 	  
k 
s
k
 All shown equivalences are contained in  
n
 so the conclusion
follows by transitivity Viewing an sfe as a pseudo metric space a regular
sequence is a particular case of a Cauchy sequence It can be shown that every
Cauchy sequence contains a regular subsequence
The importance of complete sfes lies in that we can establish the follow
ing result which is a special case of Banachs  xedpoint theorem for metric
spaces
Theorem  Banach An approximating function f 
 S  S on a non
empty complete and separated sfe S has a unique xed point
Proof We construct a regular sequence s
n
 in S as follows Pick an arbitrary
element s
 
 S and de ne inductively s
n
 fs
n
 We have s
 
 
 
s

and
assuming inductively that s
n
 
n
s
n
 we derive s
n
 fs
n
  
n
fs
n
 
s
n
 because f is approximating This shows s
n
 is regular and so converges
to some s  S Let us see that s is a  xed point of f  Since s
n
 
n
s for every
n  	 we also have s
n
 fs
n
  
n
fs which shows that s
n
 converges
to fs As S is separated fs  s If t is another  xed point a simple
induction shows that s
n
 
n
t for every n  	 so s
n
 converges to t and
therefore t  s  
The previous proof mimicked the standard proof of Banachs theorem for
metric spaces An alternative proof speci c to sfes follows As f maps  
n
classes to  
n
classes we have a nested sequence C
 
 C

 	 	 	 where each
C
n
is an  
n
equivalence class and fC
n
  C
n
 Any  xed point of f is in
T
n
C
n
 Conversely if s 
T
n
C
n
then fs 
T
n
C
n
 As the intersection is a
singleton fs  s and so is the unique  xed point of f 
Clearly any set S viewed as an sfe is complete The next proposition
contains further important examples of complete sfes
Proposition  If A is an alphabet A

is complete It follows that  is
complete being isomorphic to A

for a oneletter alphabet A
Proof Consider a regular sequence w
n
 of words over A De ne the limit
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w of the given sequence as follows Suppose  rst that for each n  	 w
n
has length  n In that case w is the in nite word whose nth symbol is the
nth symbol of w
n
 To see that w is the limit of the sequence we prove by
induction that w
n
 
n
w for every n  	 This is obvious for n  	 so assume
inductively that w
n
 
n
w This means that w
n
and w have the same pre x of
length n The same happens between w
n
and w
n
 because the sequence is
regular so it follows by the construction of w that w
n
and w have the same
pre x of length n   We conclude that w
n
 
n
w Next suppose that
there is n such that w
n
has length  n As the sequence is regular we must
have w
k
 w
n
for every k  n Thus if we put w  w
n
then clearly w is the
limit of the sequence  
The next two propositions build complete sfes from complete sfes
Proposition  If S is a complete sfe S
 
is complete
Proof Recall from Proposition  that S
 
is the set of all  
 
equivalence
classes s
 
for s  S Suppose C
n
 is a regular sequence in S
 
and select
an arbitrary element s
n
 C
n
for each n so that C
n
 s
n

 
 By de nition
of the equivalences  
n
in S
 
 from C
n
 
n
C
n
we deduce s
n
 
n
s
n
 hence
the sequence s
n
 in S is regular Since S is complete s
n
 converges to some
element s hence C
n
 converges to s
 
  
Proposition  If S and T are complete sfes then so are S

 ST  ST 
S  T  S  T  PS and P
ne
S
Proof We consider only a few typical cases starting with S

 Let s
n
 be a
regular sequence in S

 The sequence t
n
 with t
n
 s
n
for all n is regular
in S hence has a limit t It is easy to see that t is also the limit of s
n
 in S


As another example consider now S  T  Let f
n
 be a regular sequence
in S  T  For every s  S the sequence f
n
s
n
is regular in T  so is
convergent as T is complete De ne fs to be a limit of that sequence Let
us see that the function f thus de ned is in S  T  Suppose s  
n
t
By de nition of f we have fs  
n
f
n
s and ft  
n
f
n
t Since
f
n
is approximating f
n
s  
n
f
n
t By symmetry and transitivity
fs  
n
ft so f is approximating Finally f is a limit of f
n
 because
f
n
s  
n
fs for every n  	 and s  S hence f
n
 
n
f for every n  	
Finally let us consider the case of P
ne
S Suppose X
n
 is a regular
sequence in P
ne
S Let X be the set of limits of regular hence convergent
sequences x
n
 in S such that x
n
 X
n
for every n We show that X
n
 
n
X
for every n thus proving that X
n
 converges to X in P
ne
S By de nition
of X for every s  X there is x  X
n
such that x  
n
s Conversely let
x  X
n
 As the sequence X
n
 is regular we can de ne by induction on k a
regular sequence x
k
 such that each x
k
is in X
k
and x
n
 x Such sequence
converges to an element s which is in X by de nition of X In particular
x  
n
s We conclude that X
n
 
n
X  
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Note that in the proof that S  T  is complete and similarly for S  T 
we did not need the assumption that S is complete
The set  of natural numbers is not complete but can be completed by
passing to     fg The set of  nite terms over some ranked alphabet
is not complete To be so we would have to include in it the in nite terms as
well This process of completion can be performed on any sfe but  rst we
need a de nition
De nition  Embedding
 isomorphism A function f 
 S  T be
tween sfes is an embedding if and only if for all s  t  S and n  	 s  
n
t
if and only if fs  
n
ft We say f is an isomorphism if it is a bijective
embedding
An embedding is of course conservative If S is separated then f is injec
tive but an embedding needs not be injective in general Clearly another way
to de ne isomorphism is to say that it has an inverse in Sfe
Coming back to the completion of S the idea is to de ne a least complete
and separated sfe

S containing S More generally since the S we start with
may not be separated we replace the requirement that

S contains S by the
one that there is an embedding of S into

S As to the minimality of the
completion it is expressed as usual in categorytheoretic terms by saying that
certain functions on S have unique extensions to

S
Theorem  Completion For any sfe S there is a complete and sepa
rated sfe

S and an embedding i of S into

S such that for every conservative
function f 
 S  T to a separated and complete sfe T  there is a unique
conservative function

f 


S  T satisfying

f  i  f 
Proof We de ne

S to be the set of all nested sequences

C  C
 
 C

 	 	 	
where each C
n
is an equivalence class of  
n
 For two such sequences

C and

D
we put

C  
n

D if and only if C
n
 D
n
 We have C
 
 S  D
 
 hence

C  
 

D
When C
n
 D
n
then C
k
 D
k
for all k  n so in particular  
n
 
n
for all
n This shows

S is an sfe If

C  
n

D for all n then C
n
 D
n
for all n that is

C 

D Thus

S is separated To prove that

S is complete consider a sequence


C
n
 of nested sequences

C
n
 C
n 
 C
n
 	 	 	 such that

C
n
 
n

C
n
for all
n This means that C
nn
 C
nn
 C
nn
for all n so we have a nested
sequence

C  C
  
 C

 	 	 	 which is easily seen to be the limit of 

C
n

Indeed we have

C
n
 
n

C for all n because the nth element in both sequences
is C
nn

De ne i 
 S 

S by letting is be the nested sequence s
 
 s

 	 	 	
which we denote by s We have s  
n
t if and only if s
n
 t
n
 if and only
if s  
n
t hence i is an embbeding
Given f 
 S  T de ne

f

C as follows for every nested sequence

C 
C
 
 C

 	 	 	 As f is conservative there is a unique nested sequence

D  D
 
 D

 	 	 	 in T such that fC
n
  D
n
for all n As T is separated and
complete
T
n
D
n
is a singleton and

f

C is de ned to be the only element in
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it Let

C

be another nested sequence in

S and suppose

D

is the corresponding
sequence with respect to T  If

C  
n

C

then C
n
 C

n
 hence D
n
 D

n
 Given
that

f

C  D
n
and

f

C

  D

n
we conclude that

f

C  
n

f

C

 This shows

f is conservative
For every s  S

fs  fs because to the nested sequence s corre
sponds the nested sequence fs whose intersection is ffsg Thus

fi  f 
To prove the uniqueness of

f we show that

f

C could not be de ned in any
other way Choose s
n
in C
n
for every n Since s
n

n
 C
n
we have s
n
  
n

C
This shows that the sequence s
n

n
converges to

C hence 

fs
n

n
con
verges to

f

C because

f is conservative But

fs
n
  fs
n
 so

f

C is the
limit of fs
n

n
 By the same reasoning any conservative g 


S  T such
that g  i  f satis es g

C  limfs
n
 hence g 

f   
This result says that CSfe is a reective subcategory of Sfe Completion
can be turned into a functor from Sfe to CSfe by applying a conservative
function f 
 S  T to the conservative function

f 


S 

T that maps any
nested sequence

C  C
 
 C

 	 	 	 in

S to the nested sequence

f

C  D
 

D

 	 	 	 in T such that fC
n
  D
n
for all n
 Powerdomains
Given an sfe S we have seen that PS is not separated in general To obtain
a separated sfe we could perform the construction described in Proposition 
and work with the sfe PS
 
of the equivalence classes of  
 
 It turns out
however that the equivalence classes have greatest elements to be called the
closed subsets of S which we take as the standard representatives of the
classes We are thus led to the study of the powerdomains P
cl
S and P
ncl
S
of closed and nonempty closed subsets of S respectively An important special
case is that of the powerdomains P
co
S and P
nco
S of compact and nonempty
compact subsets of S respectively which will also be considered
	 Closed sets
De nition  Closed set
 closure A subset X  S of an sfe S is closed
if X  
 
Y implies Y  X for all Y  S The closure X
c
of X  S is the
union of all Y  S such that X  
 
Y 
The next result presents these notions in more familiar terms
Proposition  Let S be an sfe For any X  S the closure X
c
is both the
largest subset of S such that X  
 
X
c
and the least closed subset containing
X Furthermore X
c
is the set of limits of the convergent sequences of elements
of X The set X is closed if and only if X
c
 X
Proof We  rst show thatX  
 
X
c
 By de nition of closure we have X  X
c
because X  
 
X Any element s  X
c
is in some Y such that X  
 
Y  For
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every n this gives X  
n
Y  so there is some s
n
 X such that s
n
 
n
s We
conclude that X  
n
X
c
for every n so X  
 
X
c
 This also proves that every
s  X
c
is the limit of a sequence s
n
 in X To prove that the set Y of all
such limits is contained in X
c
we only need to show that X  
 
Y  We have
X  Y because every element of X is the limit of the constant sequence of
that element On the other hand any s  Y is the limit of a sequence s
n

in X In particular s
n
 
n
s for every n so X  
n
Y for every n therefore
X  
 
Y  By de nition of closure X
c
is the largest set that stands with X in
the relation  
 
 To see that X
c
is closed suppose X
c
 
 
Y  By transitivity
we have X  
 
Y  hence Y  X
c
 by de nition of closure If X is closed then
X
c
 X because X  
 
X
c
 Conversely if X
c
 X then X
c
 X hence X
is closed Finally suppose Z is closed and X  Z Every sequence in X is a
sequence in Z therefore X
c
 Z
c
 Z This shows that X
c
is the least closed
set containing X  
Thus X  S is closed if and only if every convergent sequence in X has
all limits in X
Example  Clearly  and S are closed subsets of S as is the intersection
of any family of closed subsets The union of two more generally  nitely
many closed subsets is closed Indeed suppose s is a limit of a sequence
s
n
 of elements in X  Y  for closed X and Y  As s
n
 has in nitely many
elements in X or Y  and the corresponding subsequence converges to s we
conclude that s is in X or in Y  Thus the closed sets de ne a topology on
S but we will not need that fact in the sequel
Every class s
n
of  
n
for s  S and n  	 is closed Indeed if t
k
 is a
sequence in s
n
with limit t then s  
n
t
k
for every k As t
n
 
n
t by de nition
of limit we deduce that s  
n
t hence t  s
n
 The complement S n s
n
is
also closed If a sequence t
k
 in S n s
n
has limit t  s
n
then t
n
 
n
t  
n
s
contradicting the assumption that the members of t
k
 are not in s
n

It should not be concluded that the complement of a closed set is always
closed Any  
 
class s
 
is closed because it is the intersection of the classes
s
n
for n   In particular in a separated sfe every singleton fsg is closed
The complement of a  
 
class however is not closed in general For example
the singleton f	
 
g is a  
 
class in A

 but the complement A

n f	
 
g is not
closed as the sequence 	
n

 

n
has limit 	
 

The closed sets are determined by the classes s
n
as explained in the next
proposition
Proposition  Every closed set X  S is the intersection of the classes
s
n
or their complements S n s
n
s  S  n  	 in which X is contained
Proof Consider all sets of the form s
n
or S n s
n
that contain X and let
Y be their intersection Clearly Y contains X If some s  Y is not in X
then there is an n  	 such that s  
n
x for every x  X otherwise s would
be a limit of a sequence in X and so would belong to X as X is closed But
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then X  S n s
n
 hence Y  S n s
n
by de nition of Y  contradicting the
assumption that s  Y   
Remark  The complement of a closed set is called open and if it is
also closed it is called clopen In any topological space the clopen sets form
a Boolean algebra In our case we have the additional property that every
closed set is an intersection of clopen sets so the clopen sets are a base for
the topology Thus if an sfe is separated and compact to be de ned later
it is a Boolean space see eg  In  the clopen sets are the  nite sets or
their complements also called the co nite subsets of  As we shall see  is
compact hence is a Boolean space In this paper we shall not explore further
the connections between sfes and Boolean spaces
De nition 	 The sfe of closed sets Let P
cl
S and P
ncl
S denote
respectively the sets of all closed subsets and all nonempty closed subsets
of S This sets are turned into sfes by de ning the equivalences  
n
as the
restrictions of the corresponding equivalences in PS
Proposition  For any sfe S P
cl
S is isomorphic to PS
 
 In particular
P
cl
S and P
ncl
S are separated and if S is complete they are also complete
Proof By de nition of the construction 	
 
in Proposition  the function
X  X
 
from P
cl
S to PS
 
is an embedding Since it has an inverse
X
 
 X
c
 it is an isomorphism The remaining statements are consequences
of Propositions  and   
This result suggests a way to extend P
cl
to a functor so that it is naturally
isomorphic to the functor 	
 
 P More precisely de ne P
cl
on conservative
functions so that the isomorphisms 
S

 P
cl
S  PS
 
of the previous
proposition are a natural isomorphism  
 P
cl
 	
 
 P In order for that to
be the case P
cl
f 
 P
cl
S  P
cl
T  must satisfy 
T
P
cl
f  Pf
 
 
S
for
any f 
 S  T  that is P
cl
f  
 
T
 Pf
 
 
S
 It is easy to see that this
de nes P
cl
f by P
cl
fX  fX
c
for every closed subset X of S where
fX  ffx j x  Xg To give a direct proof that this actually de nes a
functor we  rst need a lemma
Lemma  If S  T are sfes f 
 S  T is conservative and X  S then
fX
c

c
 fX
c

Proof As X  X
c
we immediately have fX
c
 fX
c

c
 Conversely we
only need to show that fX
c
  fX
c
 Let t  fX
c
 so that t  fs for
some s  X
c
 There is a regular sequence s
n
 in X such that s
n
 
n
s for
every n  	 As f is conservative fs
n
  
n
fs  t for every n  	 Thus t
is a limit of a regular sequence in fX so t  fX
c
  
Proposition  Dene P
cl
f 
 P
cl
S P
cl
T  by P
cl
fX  fX
c
 for
any conservative function f 
 S  T between sfes Then P
cl
is an endofunctor
on Sfe and on CSfe A similar result holds for P
ncl

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Proof If 
S
is the identity on S it is clear that P
cl

S
 is the identity on
P
cl
S To show that P
cl
f g  P
cl
fP
cl
g for g 
 R S and f 
 S  T 
we use the previous lemma If X  R is closed we have P
cl
f  gX 
f  gX
c
 fgX
c
and P
cl
fP
cl
gX  fgX
c

c
 The required
equality then follows from the lemma  
	  Compact sets
De nition  Finitary equivalence Let E be an equivalence relation
on a set S and X a subset of S We say E is nitary on X if the restriction
of E to X has only  nitely many equivalence classes We say E is  nitary if
E is  nitary on S
Example  The simplest example is that of an equivalence on a  nite set
which is automatically  nitary
Every equivalence  
n
is  nitary on  and 
If A is a  nite alphabet the equivalence classes of  
n
on A

 A
 
or A

are in bijective correspondance with the words of length n on A hence are
 nitary on these sets
Lemma  Let S be a complete and separated sfe and X a subset of S
The following conditions are equivalent

i X is closed and every equivalence  
n
is nitary on X
ii There is a sequence X
n
 of nite subsets of S converging in P
cl
S to
X
iii Every sequence x
n
 in X has a convergent subsequence x
i
n

n
with limit
in X
Proof i  ii De ne X
n
by choosing one element from each equivalence
class of the restriction of  
n
to X As  
n
is  nitary on X the set X
n
is  nite
Every convergent sequence x
n
 with each x
n
in X
n
is a sequence in X hence
it converges to an element in X as X is closed Conversely if x  X let x
n
be
the only element of X
n
such that x
n
 
n
x The sequence x
n
 has each x
n
in
X
n
and converges to x This shows X is the limit of X
n

ii  iii Assume X
n

n
is a sequence of  nite subsets of S converging in
P
cl
S to X In particular X is closed We must show that every sequence
x
i

i
in X has a convergent subsequence x
i
n

n
with limit in X We proceed
as follows As X is the limit of X
n

n
 every x
i
in X is the limit of a sequence
x
in

n
with every x
in
 X
n
 By de nition of convergence we have
x
in
 
n
x
in
 
x
in
 
n
x
i

Suppose we have de ned a sequence I
n

n
of in nite subsets of  such that
I
 
 I

 	 	 	  
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i  j  I
n
 x
in
 x
jn

Letting i
n
be the least element of I
n
 the sequence x
i
n

n
in X is regular hence
converges to an element of X Indeed for every n  	
x
i
n
 
n
x
i
n
n
by 
 x
i
n 
n
by 
 
n
x
i
n 
n
by 
 
n
x
i
n 
by 
To give a uniform construction of the I
n
 put I
 
  For n  	 as the
set X
n
is  nite it contains an element that occurs in nitely repeated in the
sequence x
in

iI
n  
 Choose one such element in X
n
 and let I
n
be the set of
all indices i  I
n 
such that x
in
is that element Clearly the sequence of the
I
n
satis es conditions 
iii  i Assuming X is not closed or some equivalence  
k
is not  nitary
on X we build a sequence in X that has no convergent subsequence with
limit in X If X is not closed there is a convergent sequence in X with limit
not in X Clearly such sequence can not have any convergent subsequence
with limit in X If some equivalence  
k
is not  nitary build a sequence x
n

in X as follows The elements x
 
       x
k 
are arbitrary Having de ned x
n

choose x
n
 X not in any  
k
equivalence class of the preceeding elements in
the sequence this is possible because the restriction of  
k
to X has in nitely
many equivalence classes If k  m  n it is never the case that x
m
 
m
x
n

because this would imply x
m
 
k
x
n
 contrary to the de nition of the sequence
It follows that x
n
 has no convergent subsequence  
Remark  A similar result could be stated without requiring complete
ness of S but we do not need that generality here In that case the  rst and
second statements should be strengthened by requiringX to be complete The
last statement would remain valid without change
De nition  Compact set A subset X of a complete and separated
sfe satisfying any of the equivalent conditions of Lemma  is called compact
The sets of all compact subsets and all nonempty compact subsets of S are
written P
co
S and P
nco
S respectively
Example  Every  nite sfe is compact Though every  
n
is  nitary on
 this set is not compact because it is not complete The sfe  however is
compact For a  nite alphabet A the sfes A
 
and A

are compact but A

is not
Lemma 	 Let S be a complete and separated sfe If X
n
 is a regular
sequence of compact subsets of S its limit X in P
cl
S is compact
	
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Proof For every X
n
 there is a sequence X
nk

k
of  nite sets converging to
X
n
 But then the sequence X
nn

n
converges to X hence X is compact
Indeed consider a convergent sequence x
n
 such that each x
n
is in X
nn
 As
X
nn
 
n
X
n
 there is y
n
in X
n
such that x
n
 
n
y
n
 The sequence y
n
 has
clearly the same limit as x
n
 and by de nition that limit is in X Conversely
we prove similarly that every x  X is the limit of some sequence x
n
 with
each x
n
in X
nn
  
Corollary  If S is complete then P
co
S and P
nco
S are complete
Proof Any regular sequence in P
co
S is a regular sequence in P
cl
S hence
has a limit there But the limit is compact by the previous lemma so is a
limit also in P
co
S If all the sets in the sequence are nonempty the limit is
nonempty so is in P
nco
S  
Lemma  For complete sfes S and T  if f 
 S  T is conservative and
X  S is compact then fX is compact
Proof We may assume that X is not empty Let y
n
 be an arbitrary se
quence in fX For every n there is x
n
 X such that fx
n
  y
n
 The
sequence x
n
 in X has a convergent subsequence x
i
n

n
with limit in x  X
by Lemma  But then y
i
n

n
has limit fx  fX Another application
of Lemma  allows us to conclude that fX is compact  
By the previous lemma we may de ne P
co
on conservative functions as
the restriction to compact sets of the functions obtained by applying P
cl

Corollary  P
co
and P
nco
are endofunctors on CSfe
Proof Immediate  
Proposition  If S and T are compact sfes then S  T  is compact
Proof For every n  	 the equivalence  
n
is  nitary on T  Choose one
element from each equivalence class of  
n
in T and let X
n
be the  nite set
of chosen elements We prove that F
n
 ff  S  T  j fS  X
n
g is  nite
and that the sequence F
n
 converges to S  T  The conclusion then follows
from Lemma 
F
n
is nite

If f  F
n
and s  
n
t in S then fs  
n
ft But fs  ft  X
n
 so
fs  ft Thus f maps whole  
n
classes to elements of X
n
 Clearly there
are only a  nite number of ways of doing this as the number of  
n
classes if
 nite We conclude that F
n
is  nite
F
n
 converges to S  T 

It is easy to see that F
n
 
n
F
n
for every n Given f  F
n
 de ne g 

S  T by letting gs be the only element of X
n
such that fs  
n
gs
To see g is conservative consider s

 
k
t

in S If k  n then s

 
n
t

 so
gs

  gt

 If k  n let s and t be the unique elements in X
n
such that

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s

 
n
s and t

 
n
t We have s  
k
t hence gs

  fs  
k
ft  gt


Since gS  X
n
 we conclude that g  F
n
 We have f  
n
g in
particular f  
n
g Conversely given g  F
n
we de ne f  F
N
such that
f  
n
g in a similar way
Finally we show that every f  S  T  is the limit of a sequence f
n

where each f
n
is in F
n
 For s  S let f
n
s be the unique t  X
n
such that
fs  
n
t It is easy to see that each f
n
is conservative and the sequence f
n

converges to f   
 Domain equations
In the sequel we abbreviate the expression complete and separated sfe to
csfe In order to solve domain equations that de ne csfes by mutual re
cursion we turn the category CSfe into a kind of csfe and prove an appropriate
version of Banachs  xedpoint theorem The problem is of course how to as
sign a meaning to the relations 
n
 Fortunately we only need to de ne S  
n
T
for pairs of csfes for which there is an embedding e 
 S  T  and the obvious
choice for the de nition is that eS  
n
T holds in P
cl
T  The de nition
depends of course on the embedding e in addition to S and T  We can go one
step further and formulate it entirely in terms of conservative functions the
morphisms of CSfe which has the advantage that it can be adapted to more
general categories If p 
 T  S is such that p  e  
S
 the pair he  pi is called
an embeddingprojection pair from S to T  The required relation between
S and T can then be formulated as the condition on he  pi that e  p  
n

T
in T  T  Taking the csfes as objects and embeddingprojection pairs as
morphisms de nes a category CSfe
ep
 where the  xedpoint theorem will be
proved With the aid of that theorem a  nal coalgebra theorem will also be
proved The main results herein are adapted from  and 
 Embeddingprojection pairs
De nition  Projection Let S be a csfe A conservative function p 

S  S is called a projection if p  p  p
Proposition  The image pS  fps j s  Sg of a projection p 
 S  S
is the set of xed points of p and is a closed subset of S
Proof If s is a  xed point of p then s  ps  pS Conversely for
ps  pS we have pps  ps hence ps is a  xed point of p To
see pS is closed suppose s
n
 is a sequence in pS with limit s As p
is conservative ps
n

n
has limit ps But as every ps
n
  s
n
 the two
sequences are equal hence so are their limits Thus s  ps so s  pS  
We shall prove shortly that every closed subset D of S determines not
uniquely a projection p 
 S  S with image pS  D

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Lemma  If C  D  S are closed subsets of S p 
 D  D is a projection
with image C and q 
 S  S is a projection with image D then s  pqs 

S  S is a projection with image C extending p
Proof Immediate  
Lemma  If D  S is closed and not empty and s  S  D there is a
projection p 
 D  fsg  D  fsg with image D
Proof As D is closed and s  D there is k   such that s  
k
t for no t  D
Let r be the largest integer such that s  
r
t for some t  D and  x one such
t De ne p by pd  d for d  D and ps  t It is clear that pp  p so we
only need to check that p is conservative Suppose x  
n
y for x  y  D  fsg
and n  	 If x  y  D then px  x  
n
y  py Suppose x  D and y  s
We have n  r by de nition of r hence px  x  
n
y  s  
n
t  ps
Finally if x  y  s there is nothing to prove  
Proposition  Let S be a csfe If D  S is closed and not empty there is
a projection p 
 S  S with image D
Proof Let us consider the set of all projections f 
 A  A where A  S
is closed D  A and the image of f is D This set is not empty because it
contains 
D

 D  D Ordered by restriction this set is inductive Indeed if
ff
i

 A
i
 A
i
j i  Ig is a totally ordered subset it has a least upper bound
f 
 A A de ned as follows Let A be the closure of the union
S
i
A
i
 which
is just the set of limits of convergent sequences in
S
i
A
i
 We  rst de ne f
on
S
i
A
i
by letting fs  f
i
s if s  A
i
 Clearly it does not matter which
A
i
containing s we choose because the functions are ordered by restriction
Also if s  
n
t for n  	 and s  t 
S
i
A
i
 there is some i such that s  t  A
i

so fs  f
i
s  
n
f
i
t  ft which shows that f is conservative It is also
clear that f  f  f and the image of f is D We next extend f to A by
continuity Given s  A
S
i
A
i
 pick a sequence s
n
 on
S
i
A
i
with limit s
and de ne fs as the limit of fs
n

n
 As fs
n

n
is a sequence in D and
D is closed we have fs  D so the image of f is D It is still necessary to
verify that the function f so extended is conservative and in fact a projection
but that veri cation is easy and will be omitted Now by Zorns lemma our
set of projections has a maximal element f 
 A A If A  S there is some
s  S  A But then there is a projection g 
 A  fsg  A  fsg with image
A It follows that t  fgt 
 A fsg  A  fsg is a projection with image
D extending f  contradicting the maximality of f  Therefore A  S  
This result shows that there is no loss of generality in working with projec
tions rather than closed sets The next step is to generalize the closedsubset
relation to the isomorphictoaclosedsubset relation by using embedding
projection pairs
De nition 	 Embeddingprojection pair Let S and T be sfes An
embeddingprojection pair he  pi 
 S  T from S to T ep pair for short is a
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pair of conservative functions e 
 S  T and p 
 T  S such that p  e  
S

the identity function on S
Note that e is indeed an embedding
 es  
n
et implies s  pes  
n
pet  t Furthermore epep  ep hence ep 
 T  T is a projection
its image is eS
Proposition  Every embedding e 
 S  T is part of an ep pair he  pi 

S  T 
Proof The set eS  T is closed so there is a projection q 
 T  T with
image eS The required p is t  e
 
qt where e
 
is the inverse of the
restriction of e to S  eS  
Corollary  If D  S is closed there is an ep pair he  pi 
 D  S with
D  eD
Proof Let e 
 D  S be the inclusion and apply the previous proposition 
The category with csfes as objects and ep pairs as morphisms composi
tion of ep pairs is de ned below is written CSfe
ep
and plays an important role
in the sequel In fact since we have to consider categories that are products of
CSfe the construction of CSfe
ep
will be generalized to an arbitrary category
  A xedpoint theorem
The role of sequences and their limits in an sfe is played in an arbitrary
category by chains and their colimits
De nition  Colimits of chains Let C be a category An chain in
C is a sequence   S
n
  
n

n
of objects and morphisms
S
 


 S

	 	 	S
n

n
 S
n
	 	 	 
A cocone 	 
   S over  is an object S together with a sequence
	  	
n

n
of morphisms 	
n

 S
n
 S such that for every n  	
	
n
 	
n
 
n

A colimit of  is a cocone 	 
   S such that for every other cocone
 
  T  there is a unique morphism 
 
 S  T satisfying

n
 
  	
n
for every n  	
As usual a colimit of an chain is unique up to isomorphism The follow
ing theorem is well known and plays a central role in the sequel It presents
very general conditions under which a functor F has a  xed point that is an
object S such that S



FS

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Theorem  Fixedpoint Theorem Let C be a category and F 
 C 
C a functor Let 
 

 S
 
 FS
 
be a morphism in C Let the chain
  S
n
  
n

n
be dened by S
n
 FS
n
and 
n
 F
n
for all n  	 If
this chain has a colimit 	 
   S and if F  FS
n
  F
n

n
has colimit
F	 
 F FS with F	  F	
n

n
then FS



S
Proof The chain FS
n
  F
n

n
is S
n
  
n

n
 It follows that 	 
  S
restricted to n  	 and F	 
 F  FS are both colimits for that chain
therefore FS



S  
This result will be applied to CSfe
ep
 and more generally to categories C
ep
such that C is a product of several copies of CSfe What these categories C have
in common is that their homsets CS  T  have the structure of a csfe In this
section we apply the Fixedpoint Theorem to these more abstract categories
and come back in the next section to categories based on CSfe
De nition  csfeenriched category A category C is csfeenriched  or
a csfecategory if every homset CS  T  is a csfe and composition of morphisms
is conservative
Example  The category CSfe is csfeenriched where each CSfeS  T  is
the function space S  T 
If C and C

are csfecategories the product category C C

is also a csfe
category Its objects are pairs hS  S

i of objects S in C and S

in C

 and the
morphisms hS  S

i  hT  T

i are pairs h  

i of morphisms  
 S  T in C
and 


 S

 T

in C

 Thus C  C

hS  S

i  hT  T

i is CS  T   C

S

  T


Composition of morphisms is done componentwise so is conservative
De nition  C
ep
 The de nition of ep pair is valid in any category C In
the sequel we denote an ep pair by  
 S  T  with   h
e
  
p
i If  
 T  U
is another ep pair the composition   is the ep pair h
e

e
  
p

p
i The
category with the same objects as C and ep pairs as morphisms is denoted
by C
ep

In particular CSfe
ep
is the category of csfes with ep pairs as morphisms
Note that the categories C C


ep
and C
ep
 C
ep
are isomorphic They have
the same objects and the morphisms hhe  e

i  hp  p

ii in the  rst correspond to
the morphisms hhe  pi  he

  p

ii in the second
To apply the Fixedpoint Theorem our next concern is to characterize a
class of chains in C
ep
that are guaranteed to have colimits for appropriate
csfecategories C Those chains turn out to be generalizations of regular
sequences in csfes
De nition  Regular chains Let C be a csfecategory An chain
  S
n
  
n

n
in C
ep
is regular if and only if

e
n
 
p
n
 
n

S
n 

in CS
n
  S
n
 for all n

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Lemma  Let   S
n
  
n

n
be an chain in C
ep
for a csfecategory C
Let 	 
  S and  
  T be cocones Then  is a regular chain if and
only if the sequence 
e
n
 	
p
n

n
in CS  T  is regular
Proof To say 
e
n
 	
p
n

n
is regular means that for all n

e
n
 	
p
n
 
n

e
n
 	
p
n

By  this is equivalent to

e
n
 
e
n
 
p
n
 	
p
n
 
n

e
n
 	
p
n

Composing both sides on the left with 
p
n
and on the right with 	
e
n
we
obtain

e
n
 
p
n
 
n

S
n 
since 	
n
and 
n
are ep pairs Conversely composing both sides of this
relation with 
e
n
on the left and 	
p
n
on the right we obtain the previous
relation  
Lemma 	 Let   S
n
  
n

n
be a regular chain in C
ep
for a csfecategory
C For all k  n dene 
kn

 S
k
 S
n
by

kn

 









e
n 
 	 	 	  
e
k
if k  n 

S
k
if k  n 

p
n
 	 	 	  
p
k 
if k  n
Let 	 
  S be a cocone If k  n then

nk
 
kn
 
S
k
  
kn
 
nk
 
k

S
n
 
	
e
n
 
kn
 	
e
k
  	
e
k
 
nk
 
k
	
e
n
 

nk
 	
p
n
 	
p
k
  
kn
 	
p
k
 
k
	
p
n

Proof If k  n the conclusions are immediate so suppose k  n We have

nk
 
kn
 
p
k
 	 	 	  
p
n 
 
e
n 
 	 	 	  
e
k
 
S
k
because each 
j
is an ep pair Similarly

kn
 
nk
 
e
n 
 	 	 	  
e
k
 
p
k
 	 	 	  
p
n 
 
k

S
n
 
because the chain  is regular

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By de nition of cocone
	
e
n
 
kn
 	
e
n
 
e
n 
 	 	 	  
e
k
 	
e
k
 

nk
 	
p
n
 
p
k
 	 	 	  
p
n 
 	
p
n
 	
p
k

Using these equations and the previous ones we obtain
	
e
k
 
nk
 	
e
n
 
kn
 
nk
 
k
	
e
n
 

kn
 	
p
k
 
kn
 
nk
 	
p
n
 
k
	
p
n

 
The next result gives a sucient condition for a cocone to be a colimit of
a regular chain
Theorem  First Colimit Theorem Let   S
n
  
n

n
be a regular
chain in C
ep
for a csfecategory C A cocone 	 
   S is a colimit of  if
lim 	
e
n
 	
p
n
 
S
in CS  S
Proof Note that by Lemma  with   	 the sequence 	
e
n
 	
p
n

n
in
CS  S is regular so its limit does indeed exist Let us assume that it is

S
 Given another cocone  
   T  we must show that there is a unique

 
 S  T such that 
n
 
  	
n
for all n
By Lemma  the sequence 
e
n
 	
p
n

n
in CS  T  is regular so has a
limit i For the same reason 	
e
n
 
p
n

n
converges in CT  S to some j The
composite j  i is the limit of the sequence with terms 	
e
n
 
p
n
 
e
n
	
p
n
 But
these terms are equal to 	
e
n
 	
p
n
 because 
n
is an ep pair so by hypothesis
the limit is 
S
 This shows 
  hi  ji is an ep pair from S to T 
We must check that 
n
 
	
n
for every n We only prove that 
e
n
 

e
	
e
n

since the proof of the pequality is similar Clearly it is enough to show that


e
 	
e
n
 
k

e
n
for every k To prove this we rely on Lemma  and the
de nition of 

e
 i If k  n we have 

e
	
e
n
 
k

e
k
	
p
k
	
e
n
 
e
n

kn
	
p
k
	
e
n
 
k

e
n
 	
p
n
 	
e
n
 
e
n
 If k  n then 

e
 	
e
n
 
k

e
k
 	
p
k
 	
e
n
 
e
k
 	
p
k
 	
e
k
 
nk


e
k
 
nk
 
e
n

To prove uniqueness we show that if  
 S  T is another ep pair satisfying

n
   	
n
for all n then   
 By hypothesis 
S
 
n
	
e
n
 	
p
n
for all n hence

e
 
n

e
 	
e
n
 	
p
n
 
e
n
 	
p
n
 
n


e
 As this is true for all n 
e
 

e
 The proof
that 
p
 

p
is similar  
In all categories in which we will be interested the converse of the First
Colimit Theorem is also true
De nition  Categories with decomposable projections A pro
jection in a category C is a morphism p 
 S  S such that p  p  p We say

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C has decomposable projections if every projection p 
 S  S has an ep pair
 
 T  S such that p  
e
 
p

Note that if  
 V  S is another decomposition of p then T and V are
isomorphic Indeed 
p
 
e
  
p
 
e
  
p
 p  
e
 
p
 
e
 
p
 
e
 
V
and similarly 
p
 
e
  
p
 
e
  
T

Remark  Every projection p 
 S  S inCSfe is decomposable since
we may take T to be pS together with the inclusion pS  S and the
restriction S  pS of p The product of two categories with decomposable
projections has also decomposable projections Indeed a projection in the
product category is a pair of projections in the component categories and we
reason componentwise
Theorem  Second Colimit Theorem Let C be a csfecategory with
decomposable projections Let   S
n
  
n

n
be a regular chain in C
ep
and
	 
  S a colimit of  Then lim 	
e
n
 	
p
n
 
S
in CS  S
Proof We know by Lemma  that the limit lim 	
e
n
 	
p
n
exists We call
this limit p and show that p  
S
 Given that 	
e
n
 	
p
n
  	
e
n
 	
p
n
  	
e
n
 	
p
n

we conclude that p  p  p so p is a projection
For every k and n we have p  	
e
n
 
k
	
e
k
 	
p
k
 	
e
n
 
k
	
e
n
 where the second
relation follows from Lemma  by a reasoning similar to one made in the
proof of the First Colimit Theorem As this is true for every k we conclude
that p  	
e
n
 	
e
n
 Similarly 	
p
n
 p  	
p
n

As C has decomposable projections there is an ep pair  
 T  S such
that p  
e
 
p
 For every n de ne 
n

 S
n
 T by 
e
n
 
p
 	
e
n
and

p
n
 	
p
n
 
e
 This de nes an ep pair because 
p
n
 
e
n
 	
p
n
 
e
 
p

	
e
n
 	
p
n
 p  	
e
n
 	
p
n
 	
e
n
 
S
n
 We have a cocone  
   T because

e
n
 
e
n
 
p
 	
e
n
 
e
n
 
p
 	
e
n
 
e
n
 and similarly 
p
n
 
p
n
 
p
n
 Since
	 is a colimit there is a unique  
 S  T such that   	
n
 
n
for all n
It is easy to see that 	
n
   
n
for all n Indeed 
e
 
e
n
 
e
 
p
 	
e
n

p  	
e
n
 	
e
n
 and similarly 
p
n
 
p
 	
p
n
 But then the composite    satis es
    	
n
 	
n
for all n Using again the fact that 	 is a colimit we conclude
that     h
S
  
S
i that is 
e
 
e
 
S
and 
p
 
p
 
S
 Composing both
sides of the  rst equality on the left with 
p
we obtain 
e
 
p
 Similarly

p
 
e
 Finally p  
e
 
p
 
p
 
e
 
S
  
We next de ne for functors on categories C
ep
the analogue of conservative
and approximating functions and prove that they preserve colimits of regular
chains
De nition  Conservative
 approximating functor Let C and D be
csfecategories A functor F from C
ep
to D
ep
is conservative if for every ep pair
 
 S  T in C
ep
and every n  	 if 
e

p
 
n

T
then F
e
 F
p
 
n

FT

If in the same conditions F
e
 F
p
 
n

FT
 the functor F is said to
be approximating 

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Proposition  Let C and D be csfecategories with decomposable projec
tions If F is a conservative functor from C
ep
to D
ep
and   S
n
  
n

n
is a
regular chain in C
ep
with colimit 	 
   S then F  FS
n
  F
n

n
is a
regular chain in D
ep
with colimit F	 
 F FS with F	  F	
n

n

Proof As F is conservative and  is regular from 
e
n
 
p
n
 
n

S
n 
we
conclude that F
n

e
 F
n

p
 
n

FS
n 
 so F is regular Given that F is a
functor F	 is a cocone for F By hypothesis 	 
  S is a colimit of  so
by the Second Colimit Theorem 	
e
n
	
p
n
 
n

S
for all n As F is conservative
F	
n

e
 F	
n

p
 
n

FS
 hence F	 is a colimit of F by the First Colimit
Theorem  
In order to have a workable version of the Fixedpoint Theorem for the
categories C
ep
we only need to ensure that colimits of regular chains exist
De nition  complete categories Let C be a csfecategory The
category C
ep
is said to be complete if every regular chain in C
ep
has a
colimit
Theorem  Let C be a csfecategory with decomposable projections and
C
ep
complete Let F be an approximating endofunctor on C
ep
and suppose
there is an ep pair 
 

 S
 
 FS
 
 Then there is an S with S



FS
Proof De ne inductively S
n
 FS
n
and 
n
 F
n
 This gives an 
chain   S
n
  
n

n
 To prove that  is regular assume inductively that

e
n
 
p
n
 
n

S
n 
 which is certainly true for n  	 As F is approximating

e
n
 F
n

e
and 
p
n
 F
n

p
 we have 
e
n
 
p
n
 
n

S
n
 as
required Let 	 
   S be a colimit of  which exists because C
ep
is 
complete As F is approximating hence conservative Proposition  shows
that F  FS
n
  F
n

n
is a regular chain with colimit F	 
 F FS By
the Fixedpoint Theorem S



FS  
In the next section we show that CSfe
ep
is complete which together with
the last theorem is the key to solve mutually recursive equations on csfes
 A direct limit construction in CSfe
ep
De nition  Direct limit If   S
n
  
n

n
is a regular chain in
CSfe
ep
 its direct limit is the cocone 	 
  S where S is the csfe de ned by
S  fs
n

n

 s
n
 S
n
and s
n
 
p
n
s
n
 for all n  	g 
s
m

m
 
n
t
k

k
if and only if s

 
n
t

for every  

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and for every n the ep pair 	
n

 S
n
 S is de ned by
	
e
n
s  
nk
s
k
 
	
p
n
s
k

k
  s
n

Theorem 	 The direct limit of a regular chain in CSfe
ep
is a colimit
for that chain In particular CSfe
ep
is complete
Proof Using the notations of the de nition of the direct limit construction
it is clear that S is a separated sfe To see that it is complete consider a
regular sequence in S that is an element s
nk

k
 S for each n such that
s
nk

k
 
n
s
nm

m
for all n Thus s
n
 
n
s
n
for every  so the sequence
s
n

n
in S

is regular Let s

be its limit Since s
n
 
p

s
n
 for all n we
have s

 
p

s

 because 
p

is conservative and so preserves limits This
shows that the sequence s
m
 just de ned is in S We have s
nk

k
 
n
s
m

for every n since s
n
 
n
s

for every  so s
m
 is the limit of the s
nk

k
 We
conclude that S is complete
It is easy to see that 	
e
n
is well de ned 	
n
is an ep pair and 	 is a cocone
To conclude the proof we show that 	
e
n
	
p
n
 
n

S
and apply the First Colimit
Theorem We must check that 	
e
n
	
p
n
s
k

k
  
n
s
k

k
for every s
k

k
in S
This reduces to prove that 
nk
s
n
  
n
s
k
for all k This is clear if n  k
because in that case 
nk
s
n
  s
k
 If n  k it is enough to consider the
case k  n   and use induction on k  n We have 
nn
s
n
  
e
n
s
n
 

e
n

p
n
s
n
  
n
s
n
 because 
e
n
 
p
n
 
n

S
n 
by de nition of regular 
chain  
Remark  The previous result generalizes to a product of copies of CSfe
ep

Indeed consider a product C
ep
D
ep
with both factors complete identi ed
with C  D
ep
 If hS
n
  T
n
i  h
n
  
n
i
n
is a regular chain in C
ep
 D
ep
then
S
n
  
n

n
and T
n
  
n

n
are regular chains in C
ep
and D
ep
respectively By
hypothesis they have colimits 	 and   and it is easy to see that h	
n
  
n
i
n
is a colimit of the given chain
We now consider briey several ways to de ne conservative and approxi
mating functors on products of CSfe
ep

De nition  Locally conservative
 locally approximating A func
tor F between csfecategories C and D is locally conservative locally approx
imating if the function   F from CS  T  to DFS  FT  is conservative
approximating for all objects S and T in C
Proposition  Let C and D be csfecategories A functor F from C to D
gives a functor F
ep
from C
ep
to D
ep
by putting F
ep
S  FS for any object S and
F
ep
  hF
e
  F
p
i for any ep pair  
 S  T  If F is locally conservative
locally approximating then F
ep
is conservative approximating
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Proof Indeed if  
 S  T is an ep pair with 
e
 
p
 
n

T
then F
ep

e

F
ep

p
 F
e
F
p
 F 
e

p
  
n

FT
 and similarly for the approximating
case  
This construction generalizes immediately to functors with several argu
ments By Proposition  the loosening functor is locally approximating
and the product sum and powerdomain functors are locally conservative
Other locally conservative functors useful in practice include the identity func
tor and the constant functors
The notions of locally conservative and locally approximating functors can
also be de ned for contravariant functors If we have a contravariant functor F
of a single argument then with the same notations as before we de ne F
ep
 
hF
p
  F
e
i To check that F
ep
is a functor in this case consider another ep
pair  
 T  U  We have F
ep
  F
ep
h
e

e
  
p

p
i  hF 
p

p
  F 
e


e
i  hF
p
 F
p
  F
e
 F
e
i  hF
p
  F
e
i  hF
p
  F
e
i  F
ep
  F
ep

Note that F
ep
is a covariant functor conservative approximating if F is
locally conservative locally approximating
Again this construction generalizes to an arbitrary number of arguments
some contravariant and some covariant For example the function space con
structor 	  	 is a bifunctor F  contravariant in the  rst argument and
covariant in the second By Proposition  this functor is locally conserva
tive so F
ep
is a conservative functor from CSfe
ep
CSfe
ep
to CSfe
ep
covariant
in both arguments
	 A nal coalgebra theorem in CSfe
The results in this section are adapted from 
De nition  F coalgebra Let C be a category and F 
 C  C a
functor An F coalgebra is a pair S   where S is an object and  
 S  FS
is a morphism
An F coalgebra morphism from S   to T   is a morphism 	 
 S  T
in C such that   	  F	  
An F coalgebra is nal if there is a unique morphism to it from any F 
coalgebra
The following result shows that any  xed point of a locally approximating
functor is a  nal coalgebra
Theorem  Let F 
 C  C be a locally approximating functor on a csfe
category C If  
 T



FT is an isomorphism then T   is a nal F coalgebra
Proof Let S   be an F coalgebra De ne  
 CS  T   CS  T  by
   
 
 F   for all  As F is locally approximating the func
tion  is approximating so has a unique  xed point 	 We have   	 
  	  F	  so 	 is a morphism Conversely any morphism is a  xed
point of   so 	 is the only morphism from S   to T    
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Theorem  Every locally approximating functor F 
 CSfe  CSfe has a
nal F coalgebra
Proof The functor F
ep
on CSfe
ep
is approximating Let  
 S
 
 F
ep
S
 
be
a morphism in CSfe
ep
eg take S
 
to be a singleton and 
e
arbitrary By
Theorem  F
ep
has a  xed point That  xed point is also a  xed point
of F because both functors have the same eect on objects and so by the
previous theorem it is a  nal F coalgebra  
Corollary  Every locally approximating functor F 
 CSfe  CSfe has a
unique xed point up to isomorphism
Proof This is because  nal coalgebras are unique up to isomorphism  
The previous theorem and corollary could be generalized in the line of
Theorem 
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A An adjunction between ultrametric spaces and sfes
When we mention a pseudo ultrametric space M pums for short its pseudo
distance will always be denoted by d
M
we assume d
M
is a function fromMM
to 	   The category of pums with nonexpansive functions is written PUms
Similarly the equivalences of an sfe S will be represented by  
S
n
 making
explicit the sfe they refer to We sometimes write hM  d
M
i and hS   
S
n
i to
leave no doubt that we are talking about a pums or an sfe
We can de ne on any sfe S a pseudo distance by
d
S
x  y  
  supfnjx
S
n
yg
 
where the sup is taken in     fg and by convention 
  
 	 A
conservative function f 
 S  T between sfes is nonexpansive with respect
to the metric structure To check this note that fn j x  
S
n
yg  fn j fx  
T
n
fyg if f is conservative which implies that sup fn j x  
S
n
yg  sup fn j
fx  
T
n
fyg We conclude that d
T
fx  fy  d
S
x  y as required
Thus we have a functor
F 
 Sfe PUms
that acts on objects by substituting the pseudo distance for the equivalences
and is the identity on arrows
In the other direction an sfe structure is de ned on hM  d
M
i by
x  
M
n
y  d
M
x  y  
 n

As d
M
is a pseudo ultradistance each  
M
n
is an equivalence We have x  
M
 
y
because d
M
x  y    
  
 If x  
M
n
y then d
M
x  y  
 n
 
 n
 hence
x  
M
n
y A nonexpansive function f 
 M  N between pumss is conservative
when M and N are seen as sfes Indeed if x  
M
n
y then d
M
x  y  
 n

hence d
N
fx  fy  d
M
x  y  
 n
 so fx  
N
n
fy This gives a functor
G 
 PUms Sfe
that acts on objects by substituting the equivalences for the pseudo distance
and is the identity on arrows
It is easy to verify that the composition G  F is the identity functor on
Sfe Suppose we start with hS   
S
n
i and let GF hS   
S
n
i  hS

   
S

n
i Of
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course S

 S so we only have to check that  
S

n
 
S
n
 We calculate

x  
S

n
y  d
S
x  y  
 n
 
  supfkjx
S
k
yg
 
 n
 n  supfk j x  
S
k
yg
 k  n x  
S
k
y
 x  
S
n
y
The functor F is left adjoint to G For each sfe S the function 
S

 S 
GFS is the identity Given a conservative function f 
 S  GM  the only
nonexpansive function f


 FS M such that Gf

 
S
 f is f itself
It is easy to see that the counit of the adjunction has each 
M

 FGM M
the identity function It may fail to be an isomorphism however in that
the identity M  FGM is not necessarily nonexpansive so F is not an
equivalence of categories As an example for M we take 

with the distance
d
M
x  y 
 


	 if x  y 

 n 
 
 n k 
if x  y 
where x  x

  x

 y  y

  y

 n  minfx

  y

g and k  minfx

  y

g It is
not dicult to see that this de nes a ultrametric space Furthermore if x  y
and d
M
x  y  
 n 
 
 n k 
then d
FGM
x  y  
 n
 For example for
x     and y     we obtain d
M
x  y   and d
FGM
x  y  
Thus it is not true that d
FGM
x  y  d
M
x  y for all x and y so the identity
M  FGM is not nonexpansive

